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China has been gradually relaxing its ban on the use of low-altitude airspace across the country. To guarantee the high reliability
of air traffic management (ATM), conflict detection and conflict resolution (CDR) approaches are indispensable to maintain safe
separation between neighbouring small fixed-wing aircraft. In this study, we analyse a temporal and spatial integrated strategy
for safety assessment purposes in opening the low-altitude urban airspace of Chinese pilot cities. First, we present a detailed
mathematical description of the proposed algorithms based on a spatial grid partitioning system (SGPS). For our system, a conflict
detection (CD) algorithm is designed to determine if two trajectories pass through the same grid space within overlapping time
windows. A conflict resolution (CR) algorithm integrates a proposed time scheduling-based technique (TST) and vertical change-
based technique (VCT), which operate under predetermined basic principles. Then, based on our novel CDR algorithms, a causal
model is constructed in graphical modelling and analysis software (GMAS) to generate a state space that can provide a global
perspective on scenario dynamics and better understanding of induced conflict occurrences. Finally, simulation results demonstrate
that the proposed approach is practical and efficient.

1. Introduction

The Chinese State Council and military authorities jointly
decided to open the country's low-altitude airspace to general
aviation (GA) in November 2010 [1]. China began to allow
private planes to enter low-altitude airspace below 1,000 m
without military approval in 2015 [2]. The country will con-
tinue its reform of airspace management to boost the aviation
industry. China has launched pilot projects in its north-
eastern and south-central regions, as well as 10 pilot cities:
Hainan, Changchun, Guangzhou, Tangshan, Xi'an, Qingdao,
Hangzhou, Ningbo, Kunming, and Chongqing. It is expected
that China's total number of general aircraft will surpass
5,000 by 2020 with an annual growth rate of approximately
19% and that potential aviation market demand will reach
15.5 billion USD, which would represent a new economic
engine according to the Civil Aviation Administration of
China (CAAC) [3].

GA in China has been developing at a fast pace with new
players joining the market and local governments becoming

increasingly involved. It has a largemarket potential driven by
state and local economic development plans, public demand
for business jets, and the need for public services and individ-
ual recreation [4]. Recent GA progress has been accelerated
by loosening regulations on low altitude airspace that enables
the safe and efficient operation of small fixed-wing aircraft,
as well as simplified permit procedures for general and
business aviation operations. Currently, the balance between
airspace capacity and customer demand is maintained by
air traffic management (ATM) using a series of decision
support tools that are applied to ATM system and ensured
by advanced communications and navigation technology [5–
7]. However, as a result of the current policy of gradually
opening low-altitude airspace in China, potential uncertain-
ties and perturbations may occur in low-altitude airspace
traffic management because of increasing airspace density.
Each small fixed-wing aircraft must follow its planned four-
dimensional (4D) trajectory, which can be defined by a
series of sequential waypoints recorded as three-dimensional
(3D) spatial information with corresponding timestamps
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[8–12]. Time and space deviations in one trajectorymay affect
other 4D trajectories because of the crowded spatiotemporal
connectivity between trajectories [13–15]. This domino effect
makes management very challenging.

Air traffic control (ATC) is a service provided by ground-
based air traffic controllers who direct aircraft on the ground
and through controlled airspace, including the low-altitude
airspace discussed in this research, and can provide advisory
services to aircraft in noncontrolled airspace. The conflict
detection and conflict resolution (CDR) methods proposed
in this paper belong to the ATC service, the primary purpose
of which worldwide is to prevent collisions, organize and
expedite the flow of air traffic, and provide information and
other support for pilots. The opening low-altitude airspace
in China, which permits private planes to enter, is below
1,000 m. To avoid collisions in low-altitude airspace, ATC
enforces traffic separation rules, which ensure each aircraft
maintains a minimum amount of empty space around it at all
times.

We propose a temporal and spatial integrated strategy
for safety assessment purposes in opening the low-altitude
urban airspace of Chinese pilot cities. To handle multithreat
encounters between planned trajectories reported to relevant
ATM organizations, our novel strategy uses CDR algorithms.
A conflict is considered to be a loss of safe separation between
two or more aircraft. A spatial grid partitioning system
(SGPS) is introduced to transform continuous airspace into
limited discrete meshes or grids, which can express trajec-
tories through several grids within various time windows
based on a relationship judgment of arranged waypoints. To
detect conflicts between trajectories, our conflict detection
(CD) algorithm is designed to determine if two trajectories
pass through the same grid space within overlapping time
windows.

This strategy is applied when a conflict emerges that is a
loss of safe separation between two or more aircraft. There
are two sets of rules for flying any aircraft: VFR and IFR.
VFR stands forVisual Flight Rules and IFRmeans Instrument
Flight Rules. The risk situations discussed in this research
are about IFR flights and supporting air traffic controllers.
In general, traditional aircraft resolves the detected conflicts
through simple altitude adjustments, which are determined
by a traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS) [16,
17]. Because of their higher flexibility and manoeuvrability,
small fixed-wing aircraft in low-altitude airspace should con-
sider both altitude and velocity adjustment.Thus, our conflict
resolution (CR) algorithm integrates a time scheduling-
based technique (TST) and vertical change-based technique
(VCT), which both operate under predetermined basic prin-
ciples. These two techniques are applied to revise predefined
trajectories by altering temporal and spatial information
separately.

To summarize the remainder of this paper, Section 2
summarizes common existing CDR algorithms; Section 3
describes the CDR problem as it relates to low-altitude
urban airspace; Section 4 provides a detailed mathematical
description of the proposed algorithms; Section 5 depicts the
causal model which is constructed based on the temporal and
spatial integrated strategy; Section 6 presents the results of

multithreat scenario simulations and an analysis of compu-
tational performance; our conclusions and future work are
detailed in Section 7.

2. Literature Review

Various CDR theories and techniques have become essential
tomanaging collision avoidance problems and improving the
safety of trajectory planning for small fixed-wing aircraft in
low-altitude airspace. CD, CR, and the optimality of various
solutions have been widely discussed by many researchers
and practitioners. These systems can be classified into two
main types, i.e., tactical and strategic. The first type is
geometric algorithms that analyse the relationships between
small fixed-wing aircraft and intruders within a geometric
space to implement passive collision avoidance through con-
flict detection and resolution. The second type is trajectory
planning algorithms with minimum security constraints that
plan collision-free safety routes between the current location
and a target location by using trajectory planning algorithms
based on the status information of intruders. Dimensionality,
manoeuvrability, communication, number of participants,
and resolutions are the five key elements that should be
considered for small fixed-wing aircraft. A detailed summary
of publications addressing CDR problems is provided in
Table 1.

Geometric algorithms are regarded as the most intuitive
method. Park, Oh, and Tahk [18] proposed a single resolution
maneuvering logic called 'Vector Sharing Resolution.' In
the event of a conflict, using the miss distance vector to
the closest point of approach (CPA), this model evaluates
the worst-case conflict scenario between small fixed-wing
aircraft and provides directions for small fixed-wing aircraft
to share the conflict region. These resolution manoeuvres are
generated cooperatively. Considering alteration of horizontal
movement alone, Chakravarthy and Ghose [19] developed
a novel collision cone approach (CCA) to aid in collision
detection and avoidance between irregularly shaped moving
objects with unknown trajectories. Goss, Rajvanshi, and
Subbarao [20] and Carbone et al. [21] extended the CCA
to 3D cases and applied it to aircraft collision avoidance in
3D dynamic environments. The basic principle of the CCA
is to construct a sphere protection zone with an intruder at
the centre where the target aircraft must avoid the sphere
protection zone. The collision cone is constructed using the
tangent from the target aircraft to the sphere. The optimal
avoidance manoeuvre is calculated by changing the relative
velocity of the aircraft to alter the collision cone. Luongo
et al. [22] presented an innovative 3D analytical solution
for the resolution of pair-wise and noncooperative colli-
sion avoidance problems. Their approach facilitates different
minimum separations in the vertical and horizontal planes
of the nearby aircraft with respect to a nominal trajectory.
Smith and Harmon [23] studied a polymerized collision cone
method that allows small fixed-wing aircraft to detect and
avoid multiple intruders simultaneously.

Trajectory planning algorithms include field collision
avoidance, linear programming, and other methods. Khatib
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[24] presented a force field method in which each aircraft
is treated as a charged particle and modified electrostatic
equations are used to generate conflict resolution manoeu-
vres. Liu, Guo, and Liu [25] presented a novel method that
combines the Lyapunov theorem with force field methods
and proved that the balance point is a saddle point, meaning
that the balance point is stable only when a small fixed-
wing aircraft reaches the target. Temizer et al. [26] formulated
the problem of collision avoidance as a partially-observable
Markov decision process (POMDP). A genetic POMDP
solver can be used to derive avoidance strategies that opti-
mize a cost function that balances flight-plan deviation and
collision avoidance. Holt, Biaz, and Aji [27] compared three
algorithms based on a mixed linear programming (MILP)
strategy, the A∗ algorithm, and artificial potential fields. The
results demonstrated thatMILP excelled with a small number
of aircraft but had computation issues as the number of
aircraft increased. The A∗ algorithm struggled with small
field sizes but performed well on larger airspace. For collision
avoidance problems with multiaircraft coordination and fleet
formation, Sharma andGhose [28] studied the use of a swarm
intelligence algorithm to derive a series of behaviour rules for
small fixed-wing aircraft in clusters, including agglomeration
rules, follow rules, guidance rules, and scattered rules. By
setting different weights for the rule parameters, it is possible
to achieve the collision avoidance for small fixed-wing aircraft
fleets.

Typically, the advantages of geometric algorithms are
mainly reflected in obtaining of an optimal solution, whereas
trajectory planning algorithms typically need to sacrifice
solution optimality to ensure computational efficiency. In
future applications, CDR algorithms should improve col-
lision avoidance performance for continuous conflicts in
multivehicle, noncooperative, and 3D environments. Addi-
tionally, both geometric algorithms and trajectory planning
algorithms do not consider the performance parameters of
various aircraft. In future research on opening low-altitude
airspace, CDR algorithms should place an emphasis on the
verification of numerical, semiphysical simulations and flight
test methods to develop autonomous collision avoidance sys-
tems for small fixed-wing aircraft that meet the requirements
of given safety standards to accelerate the airspace opening
process.

3. Problem Statement

As stated in Mearns et al. [29], theoretically aircraft collisions
should occur with an extremely low probability because
airliners aremanaged by local agencies through standard pro-
cedures and various automatic electronic systems for route
planning and flight execution. However, various sources
of uncertainty (especially the influence of wind) affect the
aircraft’s ability to maintain their trajectories in a precise
and straight way. Thus, the risk of conflict would be existed
in the actual flight. Typically, the term ‘conflict’ is defined
as an event in which the time interval, distance, or other
parameters between two or more aircraft violate the rules of
safe separation.Theprotected airspace volumeof each aircraft

should not be violated by any other aircraft. To summarize,
although CDR approaches and their corresponding alert
and strategy thresholds may be different, their underlying
function processes are all homothetic.

The general CDR process can be summarized as follows.
First, the regional air traffic situation is derived from pro-
grammed trajectories or monitored using equipped sensors
and communication devices. For state estimation, the state
information of nearby aircraft in the same situation must
be broadcasted and collected as known data (i.e., vehicle
position and velocity at a given corresponding time). Because
of the performance limitations of sensors and the influence
of the external environment, uncertainties typically exist in
the obtained state values. These uncertainties may affect the
CDR results and should be taken into consideration. Next, a
dynamic model is used to predict aircraft states in the next
period of time. These models serve as future state providers
to determine if an encounter will occur. The predicted states
are calculated based on procedural information regarding
planned routes or extrapolated from current positions and
velocity vectors. Sequentially, the current and predicted
states of each involved aircraft are used in an aggregative
comparison with definitional metrics, such as required time
intervals, and distance separations. If the definitional conflict
metrics are satisfied, a conflict is detected and the relevant
information is given to human operators to determine if
corrective action is required to mitigate collision risk. Note
that not all detected conflicts will deteriorate into collisions,
meaning that resolution strategies are not necessary in all
situations. The conflict resolution stage should be initiated
when a corresponding action is considered to be neces-
sary. A specific resolution model takes effect based on the
set of current states to provide decision advice to human
operators. In view of the different work patterns of various
CDR approaches, either or both phases of conflict detection
and conflict resolution may be automatically or manually
executed. Consequently, conflict detection can be regarded as
the stage of risk exploration/warning and conflict resolution
acts as the stage of action selection/execution.

The protected airspace volume of each low-altitude
airspace aircraft is based on the minimum safe distance
described by a horizontal distance, vertical distance, and
temporal interval. Each aircraft is enveloped by a cylinder
isolating it from invading aircraft to ensure safety. Let𝑉𝑚 and𝐻𝑚 be the minimum vertical and horizontal safe distances,
respectively. 𝑑𝑉 and 𝑑𝐻 are the actual vertical and horizontal
distances, respectively, between the target aircraft and invad-
ing aircraft. If the following condition is met, a conflict will
occur: (𝑑𝑉 < 𝑉𝑚) ∧ (𝑑𝐻 < 𝐻𝑚) (1)

An array consisting of six elements is used to record the
conflict: 𝐶𝐹𝑖 = (𝑖𝑑𝑐, 𝑖𝑑𝑡, 𝑡𝑠, 𝑡𝑒, 𝑃𝑠, 𝑃𝑒) (2)

where 𝑖𝑑𝑐 is the conflict ID number, 𝑖𝑑𝑡 is the ID number
of the aircraft trajectory, 𝑡𝑠 and 𝑡𝑒 are the start time and end
time of the conflict, and 𝑃𝑠 and 𝑃𝑒 are the start position and
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Figure 1: Fundamental structure of the proposed CDR system.

end position of the conflict in WGS84 coordinates. The 3D
coordinates 𝑃 = (𝑙𝑎𝑡, 𝑙𝑜𝑛, 𝑎𝑙𝑡) include latitude, longitude,
and altitude values. For the invading aircraft, the matching
conflict 𝐶𝐹 satisfies the following conditions with the 𝐶𝐹:(𝑖𝑑𝑐 = 𝑖𝑑𝑐) ∧ (𝑡𝑠 = 𝑡𝑠) (3)

4. Conflict Detection and Resolution

The main function of the CD module is to detect any
potential conflicts between discrete trajectories and transfer
the conflict data to the CR module. The input and output
data streams, as well as the overall system architecture, are
presented in Figure 1.The requirement parameters and trajec-
tory list comprise the input data.The requirement parameters
include the minimum vertical distance 𝑉𝑚 and minimum
horizontal distance 𝐻𝑚 that are used to estimate conflicts
and ensure safe distances. 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑇 is a discretized time step
that is set tomeet both precision and efficiency requirements.
A smaller 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑇 results in higher precision but lowers
efficiency for large scale computations and has greater storage
requirements for recorded data. The trajectory list contains
all relevant trajectories with unique identification numbers.
A trajectory can be represented by𝑇𝑌𝑖 = (𝑖𝑑𝑡, 𝑡𝑠, 𝑡𝑒, 𝑃𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡) (4)

where 𝑇𝑌𝑖 is the 𝑖-th trajectory, 𝑖𝑑𝑡 is the ID of the
trajectory, 𝑡𝑠 is the start time of the trajectory, 𝑡𝑒 is the end
time of the trajectory, and 𝑃𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 is the list of planned route
points, which are 4D pieces of information (3D position and
a time stamp). A planned route point 𝑅𝑃𝑖 can be described as𝑅𝑃𝑖 = (𝑖𝑑𝑝, 𝑡, 𝑃) (5)

where 𝑖𝑑𝑝 is the ID of route point𝑅𝑃𝑖, 𝑡 is the correspond-
ing time stamp for𝑅𝑃𝑖, and𝑃 is theWGS84 coordinate of𝑅𝑃𝑖.

The output dataset of the CD algorithm module is a
conflict list containing all detected conflicts. Within the
conflict list, neighbouring conflicts are matched conflicts

that meet the conditions given in (3). Matched conflicts
contain valuable information that the CR algorithm uses to
determine appropriate corrective manoeuvres. After resolv-
ing any detected conflicts, the newly generated trajectories are
checked again to determine if any conflicts exist that require
resolution.

4.1. Spatial Grid Partitioning System and CD Algorithm.
Comparing the discrete waypoints of pair-wise trajectories to
detect potential conflicts would lead to very high computa-
tion complexity. Thus, the SGPS is introduced. It transforms
a continuous space into limited discrete meshes or grids,
which can express trajectories using several grid spaces with
time windows based on a relationship judgment of planned
waypoints [30]. To partition an airspace, the boundary of the
considered airspace (i.e., the boundary feature vector (BFV))
is defined as

𝐵𝐹𝑉= (𝐿𝑎𝑡min, 𝐿𝑎𝑡max, 𝐿𝑜𝑛min, 𝐿𝑜𝑛max,Altmin,Altmax) (6)

where the minimum and maximum values in theWGS84
coordinate space define the airspace. Once the BFV is
validated, the partitioned equidistant grid can be represented
as

𝑃𝐺𝑖 = (𝑃𝑚𝑎, 𝑃𝑚𝑜, 𝑃𝑚ℎ) (7)

where 𝑃𝑚𝑎, 𝑃𝑚𝑜, and 𝑃𝑚ℎ are the points with the maxi-
mum latitude, maximum longitude, and maximum altitude,
respectively, which are selected from six points of a cube and
considered to be the feature points of the partitioned grid.

To transform a trajectory expression from 𝑅𝑃 into a grid
with a time window, the relationship criterion (8) is used to
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Figure 2: Detailed conflict illustration between two intersecting trajectories.

judge whether or not the discrete route point𝑅𝑃𝑖 is enveloped
by the partitioned grid 𝑃𝐺𝑗:

𝑃𝐺𝑗.𝑃𝑚𝑎.𝑙𝑎𝑡 > 𝑅𝑃𝑖.𝑃.𝑙𝑎𝑡 > 𝑃𝐺𝑗.𝑃𝑚𝑜.𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑃𝐺𝑗.𝑃𝑚𝑜.𝑙𝑜𝑛 > 𝑅𝑃𝑖.𝑃.𝑙𝑜𝑛 > 𝑃𝐺𝑗.𝑃𝑚ℎ.𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑃𝐺𝑗.𝑃𝑚ℎ.𝑎𝑙𝑡 > 𝑅𝑃𝑖.𝑃.𝑎𝑙𝑡 > 𝑃𝐺𝑗.𝑃𝑚𝑎.𝑎𝑙𝑡
(8)

Additionally, the first and last route point in the par-
titioned grid are chosen as the entry waypoint 𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑛 and
departure waypoint 𝑅𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡. If the period [𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑛.𝑡, 𝑅𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡.𝑡] is
used as a time window, the list of grid spaces within the time
window𝑇𝑊𝐺, expressed by the following, can be constructed
to represent the trajectory:

𝑇𝑊𝐺𝑗𝑖 = (𝑙𝑝𝑔, 𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑛, 𝑅𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡) (9)

where 𝑇𝑊𝐺𝑗𝑖 is the 𝑗-th grid space within the time
window of the 𝑖-th trajectory and 𝑙𝑝𝑔 is the label of the
partitioned grid.

By applying SGPS to CDR, trajectories can be converted
fromdiscretewaypoints into a list of gridswith timewindows.
Generally, the format of a hash table is utilized to store
trajectory information. However, it is not convenient for
managing a grid space that multiple trajectories pass through.
A Boolean table should also be generated using the storage
format while constructing the hash table. The 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 value
of each unit at position (𝑖, 𝑗) is the position in the grid passed
through by 𝑇𝑊𝐺𝑗. The 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠 value of each unit at position(𝑖, 𝑗) depends on the condition in

𝐵𝑇 (𝑖, 𝑗) .𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠 = {{{
1 𝑖th trajectory passes through 𝑗th partitioned grid space0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 (10)

Todetect conflicts between trajectories, the system should
determine if two trajectories pass through the same grid space
within overlapping time windows. For instance, Figure 2
illustrates two trajectories 𝑇𝑌𝑎 and 𝑇𝑌𝑏 between which a
conflict may exist. Besides, we can find the corresponding𝑇𝑊𝐺𝑝𝑎 and 𝑇𝑊𝐺𝑞

𝑏
trajectories using the same table. There is

a conflict between 𝑇𝑌𝑎 and 𝑇𝑌𝑏 if the following condition (11)
is satisfied:

(𝑅𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑛.t ≤ 𝑅𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛.𝑡 ≤ 𝑅𝑃𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑡.𝑡)
∧ (𝑅𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛.t ≤ 𝑅𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑛.𝑡 ≤ 𝑅𝑃𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡.𝑡) (11)

For the overlapping time windows, the conflict time
window [𝑡𝑒, 𝑡𝑠] can be calculated using

𝑡𝑠 = max (𝑅𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛.𝑡, 𝑅𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑛.𝑡)𝑡𝑒 = min (𝑅𝑃𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡.𝑡, 𝑅𝑃𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑡.𝑡) (12)

4.2. Temporal and Spatial Integrated CR Algorithm. The CR
algorithm proposed in this paper utilizes concepts based on
a set of manoeuvres, such as altitude and speed adjustments,
to solve the conflict resolution problem. These manoeuvres
are determined based on the matched conflict information
detected by the CD algorithm and are performed in a
medium-term time window. In this study, it is assumed that
aircraft fly with uniform velocities and travel in straight lines
between any two adjacent waypoints. Additionally, the time
required to execute state changes (i.e., time to implement any
manoeuvre) is ignored.
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Figure 3: Decelerate and accelerate situations for CR using TST schematic diagram.
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Figure 4: Altitude adjustment of start and end points for CR by VCT schematic diagram.

There are several measures that can be taken to resolve
conflicts, including modifications of speed, direction, or
altitude. Changes in direction or altitude will lead to tra-
jectory variations, whereas changes in speed will only result
indifferent times for passing through waypoints. To generate
an optimal strategy, a time scheduling-based technique (TST)
and vertical change-based technique (VCT) are integrated.
The TST strategy is given top priority in this paper because
it adds fewer new waypoints to the original trajectories.

A candidate trajectory 𝑇𝑌𝑖 must be checked against the
conflict-free trajectory list 𝑁𝑇𝑌𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 to generate a series of
matched conflicts marked with timestamps. Matched conflict
grouping aims to divide detected conflicts into enumerable
groups. Any conflict 𝐶𝐹𝑗 of 𝑇𝑌𝑖 must appear between two
waypoints, which are either adjacent or separated by several
waypoints. Let𝑃𝐿 denote the closestwaypoint to all waypoints
before the start time of 𝐶𝐹𝑗 and 𝑃𝑅 denote the closest
waypoint to all waypoints after the end time of 𝐶𝐹𝑗.𝑃𝐿 = {𝑅𝑃𝑖 | 𝑅𝑃𝑖 ∈ 𝑇𝑌𝑖.𝑃𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡, 𝑅𝑃𝑖.𝑡 < 𝐶𝐹𝑗.𝑡𝑠,max 𝑖} (13)

𝑃𝑅 = {𝑅𝑃𝑖 | 𝑅𝑃𝑖 ∈ 𝑇𝑌𝑖.𝑃𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡, 𝑅𝑃𝑖.𝑡 > 𝐶𝐹𝑗.𝑡𝑒,min 𝑖} (14)

All conflicts of 𝑇𝑌𝑖 sharing the same 𝑃𝐿 and 𝑃𝑅 will be put
into the same group. Then, the first conflict in each group is
chosen for resolution.

The trajectory to be amended is referred to as a candidate
trajectory. It may initiate a new conflict with any trajectories
in the conflict-free trajectory list, which will not be modified
further. As shown in Figure 3, a conflict 𝐶𝐹1 and its matched
conflict 𝑀𝐶𝐹1 occur between the candidate trajectory 𝑇𝑌𝑖
and a conflict-free trajectory 𝑁𝑇𝑌1. The TST performs a
decelerating or accelerating operation on the aircraft to
resolve the conflict. In Figure 3(a), the aircraft associated with

𝑇𝑌𝑖 should decelerate to reach the conflict start point until
another aircraft leaves the conflict end point. In contrast, in
Figure 3(b), the aircraft associated with 𝑇𝑌𝑖 should accelerate
to leave the conflict end point before another aircraft reaches
the conflict start point. The deceleration process will be
attempted first by the aircraft associated with the candidate
trajectory. If deceleration is infeasible, then the acceleration
process will be attempted. Deceleration and acceleration
processes may appear in alternating fashion in the CR course
if multiple conflicts are detected in one group.

Modification of the candidate trajectory by the TST in
both situations essentially inserts a new waypoint into the
original trajectory. It can be seen in Figure 3 that the aircraft
icons on𝑇𝑌𝑖 are thewaypoints inserted to avoid collision.The
newly inserted waypoint 𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡 can be determined using
(15). A time constant𝛿 is introduced, withoutwhich the safety
distance envelope may be violated (i.e., 𝛿 = 0):

𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡 = {{{
(𝑖𝑑𝑝,𝐶𝐹.𝑡𝑒 + 𝛿, 𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑠) deceleration(𝑖𝑑𝑝, 𝐶𝐹.𝑡𝑠 − 𝛿,𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑒) acceleration

(15)

The VCT changes the altitude of waypoints in the
candidate trajectory to maintain a safe vertical distance
during a conflict time window. As shown in Figure 4, a 2D
schematic diagram can be used to express this concept. Two
pairwise conflicts𝐶𝐹1 and𝑀𝐶𝐹1 detected between candidate
trajectories 𝑇𝑌𝑖 and 𝑁𝑇𝑌1 in the conflict-free trajectory list
are illustrated in Figure 4(a). The VCT attempts to adjust the
altitude of the start and end points of the conflict to maintain
a vertical safe distance. Two corresponding waypoints are
constructed and inserted into the candidate trajectory after
adjustment. Figure 4(b) depicts the main operations used to
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adjust the start point and end point of the conflict. Besides,𝑉𝑚 denotes the vertical safe distance.
Whether the aircraft will ascend or descend should

be determined before it arrives at the conflict start point.
Therefore, relative altitude change velocity (RACV) is defined
to represent the altitude change velocity of the candidate
aircraft relative to the matched aircraft in the conflict:

𝑅𝐴𝐶𝑉 = 𝑑𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑑𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑

= 𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑒.𝑎𝑙𝑡 − 𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑠.𝑎𝑙𝑡𝐶𝐹.𝑡𝑒 − 𝐶𝐹.𝑡𝑠− 𝑀𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑒.𝑎𝑙𝑡 − 𝑀𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑠.𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑀𝐶𝐹.𝑡𝑒 −𝑀𝐶𝐹.𝑡𝑠
(16)

If 𝑅𝐴𝐶𝑉 > 0, the candidate aircraft should stay above the
matched aircraft.Otherwise, it should stay below thematched
one. Additionally, the two constructed waypoints𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑠 and𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒 can be calculated using the following, respectively:

𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑠 = {{{
(𝑖𝑑𝑝,𝐶𝐹.𝑡𝑠, (𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑠.𝑙𝑎𝑡, 𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑠 .𝑙𝑜𝑛,𝑀𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑠.𝑎𝑙𝑡 + 𝑉𝑚)) 𝑅𝐴𝐶𝑉 > 0(𝑖𝑑𝑝, 𝐶𝐹.𝑡𝑠, (𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑠.𝑙𝑎𝑡, 𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑠 .𝑙𝑜𝑛,𝑀𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑠.𝑎𝑙𝑡 − 𝑉𝑚)) 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 (17)

𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒 = {{{
(𝑖𝑑𝑝,𝐶𝐹.𝑡𝑒, (𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑒.𝑙𝑎𝑡, 𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑒.𝑙𝑜𝑛,𝑀𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑒.𝑎𝑙𝑡 + 𝑉𝑚)) 𝑅𝐴𝐶𝑉 > 0(𝑖𝑑𝑝, 𝐶𝐹.𝑡𝑒, (𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑒.𝑙𝑎𝑡, 𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑒.𝑙𝑜𝑛,𝑀𝐶𝐹.𝑃𝑒.𝑎𝑙𝑡 − 𝑉𝑚)) 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 (18)

5. Model Formulation

This research presents themechanism of temporal and spatial
integrated strategy used to resolve detected conflicts. The two
synergic techniques, TST and VCT, are applied to revise the
predefined trajectories from the different views of altering
temporal and spatial information separately. Actually, both
of them finally just modify the trajectories in terms of adding
newwaypoints to the original one.TheCDRalgorithms based
model is constructed in the graphical modelling and analysis
software (GMAS) [31] , generating the state space to provide
a global perspective on the scenario dynamics and a better
understanding of the potential conflict occurrence for risk
assessment. It would offer auxiliary supports in the analysis
of hectic traffic scenarios, e.g., terminal maneuvering area
(TMA) and hot spots [11]. And the airspace capacity would
be increased in opening low-altitude urban airspace, while
a higher amount of flights would be safely and efficiently
managed.

5.1. Graphical Modelling and Analysis So�ware. For the
experiments, we previously used the state space analysis tool
called TIMSPAT, developed at the Logistics and Aeronautics
Unit of the Autonomous University of Barcelona. The tool
has been shown to be effective for the performance analysis
of very demanding and flexible industrial systems [32]. Yet it
is failing to provide the graphical modelling interface faced
industrial systems; therefore the errors are difficult to detect
in the developing process and TIMSPAT model constituted
by a set of text files is not easy to understand the model
architecture. Besides, as one of the most commonly used
tools for modelling and simulating discrete-event systems,
though CPNTools [33–35] stand out as an industrial strength
software that provides both a graphical editing interface
and an interactive simulator for constructing and analysing
models, it has some limitations. Its earlier version supports
extraordinarily simple calculation only And even with this

extension, the up-to-date version is still difficult to integrate
complex operation. In addition, it has a state space analysis
plug-in, but the absence of efficient search algorithms has lim-
ited its applicability and it cannot scale up to industrial-sized
problems [36]. To overcome the above-mentioned shortcom-
ings of TIMSPAT and CPN Tools, the graphical modelling
and analysis software (GMAS) has been developed. GMAS is
a powerful graphical andmathematicalmodelling tool, which
has been extensively used to model, simulate, and analyse
complex systems characterized by concurrency, parallelism,
causal dependency, resource sharing, and synchronization.

The graphical components of GMAS model include start
component, data component, function component, nested
function component, link component and end component.

Definition 1. The GMAS model can be defined as the follow-
ing nine-tuple [37]:

𝐺𝑀 = (𝑆,𝐷,𝐻,𝐻, 𝐹, 𝐸, 𝐹𝑊,𝑀,𝑀0) (19)

wherein𝑆 = {𝑠1} represents the set of start component and the
element is unique.𝐷 = {𝑑1, 𝑑2, . . . , 𝑑𝑎} represents the set of data components
and 𝑎 is the amount.𝐻 = {ℎ1, ℎ2, . . . , ℎ𝑚} represents the set of function
components and 𝑚 is the amount.𝐻 = {ℎ1, ℎ2, . . . , ℎ𝑛} represents the set of nested function
components and 𝑛 is the amount.𝐹 = {𝑓1, 𝑓2, . . . , 𝑓𝑢} represents the set of link components
and 𝑢 is the amount.𝐸 = {𝑒1} represents the set of end component and the
element is unique.𝐹𝑊 : 𝐹 → {𝑓1,𝑤, 𝑓2,𝑤, . . . , 𝑓𝑢,𝑤} is the set of functions on
each link component.𝑀 : 𝑆 ∪ 𝐸 ∪ 𝐷 → {𝑠1, 𝑒1, 𝑑1, 𝑑2, . . . , 𝑑𝑎} is the set of state
identifications, which are the state data of start component,
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end component, and data components during the model
operation.𝑀0 : 𝑆 ∪ 𝐷 → {𝑠1,0, 𝑑1,0, 𝑑2,0, . . . , 𝑑𝑎,0} is the set
of initial identifications, which are the initial state data of
start component and data components before the model
operation.𝐷∩(𝐻∪𝐻) = 0 (set𝐷 does not intersect with the union
of set𝐻 and𝐻) and 𝐷 ∪ (𝐻 ∪𝐻) ̸= 0 (set𝐷 and the union
of set𝐻 and𝐻 are not empty at the same time).𝐹 ⊆ [(𝑆∪𝐷∪𝐸)×(𝐻∪𝐻)]∪[(𝐻∪𝐻)×(𝑆∪𝐷∪𝐸)] indicates
that link component connects start component, data compo-
nent, or end component with function component or nested
function component and it is the set of directed arcs.

Among them, 𝐺 = (𝑆, 𝐷,𝐻,𝐻, 𝐹, 𝐸, 𝐹𝑊) forms the
physical structure of the GMAS model, (𝐺,𝑀) is called
identified GMAS model, and its feature is the introduction
of state identification 𝑀 which is a vector set of the data in
start component, end component and data components at
the corresponding time. (𝐺,𝑀,𝑀0) expresses the complete
GMAS model in which the initial states 𝑀0 have been
provided with the input data in start component and the
initial data in data components at the beginning [31].

5.2. Model Representation. The causal model should be
informed with the trajectories of original aircraft involved
in the same scenario. Each aircraft trajectory is discrete
to be several segments with corresponding end points as
the pivotal waypoints that the corresponding aircraft will
follow. It attempts to detect and resolve the threat based on
the proposed CDR algorithms and determines whether a
negative domino threat occurs in the resolution process of
the previous threats. Based on the mathematical description
presented in Section 4, the purpose of the model that results
in the GMAS formalism is not only to resolve conflicts
based on step-by-step logic but also focuses on exploring
the dynamic relations between the resolution trajectories and
the neighbouring trajectories. The developed causal model
illustrated in Figure 5 is based on the aircraft tracking way-
points, consisting of three kinds of agents (Agent Trajectory
List Update, Agent Conflict Detection, and Agent Conflict
Resolution) that model for the successive CDR operations. It
includes seven function components (ℎ1, ℎ2, ℎ3, ℎ4, ℎ5, ℎ6, ℎ7)
and two nested function components (ℎ1: TST and ℎ2: VCT),
depicted in Table 2.

The description of start, data, and end components are
shown in Table 3. The link components are used to connect
theses components with correlative function components
and transmit the input and output data streams.

5.2.1. Agent Trajectory List Update. The discrete trajectories
seem to take a 'snapshot' of the involved aircraft in the
checked scenario. The new trajectories should be added to
the trajectory list to update it, while several conflicts may
be initiated with any existing trajectories in conflict-free
trajectory list whichwill remain unchanged. Agent Trajectory
List Update contains three function components ℎ1, ℎ2,
and ℎ3, wherein ℎ1 aims to set the initial parameters, i.e.,

conflict-free trajectory list NTYList=NULL, conflict-existing
trajectory list CTYList=NULL, and count lable i=0; ℎ2 is used
to update trajectory list TYList when the new trajectories
are added; ℎ3 mainly sorts the trajectory list TYList based
on the defined trajectory priority, i.e., arrival time in this
paper.

5.2.2. Agent Conflict Detection. The candidate trajectory𝑇𝑌𝑖 should be checked with the conflict-free trajectory list𝑁𝑇𝑌𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡. The main function of Agent Conflict Detection
is to detect the potential conflict and transfer the generated
matched conflicts marked by time to the Agent Conflict
Resolution. Agent Conflict Detection contains two function
components ℎ4 and ℎ5, wherein ℎ5 detects the potential
conflict between TYi and NTYList, to check whether two
trajectories pass the same grid with the crossed time-
window; ℎ6 mainly divides the detected matched con-
flicts into enumerable Nc groups, to make it convenient
for the identification and resolution of the successive
conflicts.

5.2.3. Agent Conflict Resolution. In view of the information
of detected conflicts from the Agent Conflict Detection, the
proposed CR algorithm implemented by means of the Agent
Conflict Resolution tries to resolve these conflicts based
on the altitude or/and speed adjustment. Agent Conflict
Resolution contains two function components ℎ6 and ℎ7
and two nested function components ℎ1 and ℎ2, wherein ℎ6
aims to execute the provided temporal and spatial integrated
principle, used as a conflict resolution controller; ℎ1 changes
the aircraft velocity that causes the different time to pass
waypoints, while ℎ2 amends the aircraft altitude and direction
that leads to the trajectory variation; ℎ7 collects the revised
TYi which has no conflicts with other trajectories and adds
it to the conflict-free trajectory list NTYList. The description
of two nested function components ℎ1 and ℎ2 is shown
below:

(i) The nested function component ℎ1 TST employs
the decelerating or accelerating operation on the aircraft to
resolve the conflict, and it includes four function componentsℎ1,1, ℎ1,2, ℎ1,3, and ℎ1,4, wherein ℎ1,1 aims to set the related
parameters; ℎ1,2 chooses the ith element of TYiwaypoints as
the inserted one to avoid collision; ℎ1,3 indicates that aircraft
of 𝑇𝑌𝑖 should accelerate to depart from the conflict end point
before another aircraft reach the conflict start point, while ℎ1,4
indicates that aircraft of 𝑇𝑌𝑖 should decelerate to reach the
conflict begin point until another aircraft departs from the
conflict end point.

(ii) The nested function component ℎ2 VCT amends
the altitude and direction of the aircraft to ensure a safety
vertical distance during the conflict time, and it includes four
function componentsℎ2,1 , ℎ2,2, ℎ2,3 and ℎ2,4, whereinℎ2,1 aims
to set the related parameters; ℎ2,2 chooses the i-th element of
TYiwaypoints as the one which begins to change; ℎ2,3 splits
the altitude variation equitably based on the relative altitude
change velocity; ℎ2,4 calculates the two newly constructed
waypoints 𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑠 and 𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒 .
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Table 2: Information of function components.

Class Num. Description

Main Model

ℎ1 Set initial parametersℎ2 Update trajectory list TYListℎ3 Sort TYList by set priorityℎ4 Check the conflict between TYi and NTYListℎ5 Divide matched conflicts into Nc groupsℎ6 Conflict Resolution Controllerℎ1 Time Scheduling Based Techniqueℎ2 Vertical Change Based Techniqueℎ7 Add revised TYi to NTYList

ℎ1
ℎ1,1 Set related parametersℎ1,2 Choose the i-th element of 𝑇𝑌𝑖 waypoints as RPℎ1,3 Accelerateℎ1,4 Decelerate

ℎ2
ℎ2,1 Set related parametersℎ2,2 Choose the i-th element of 𝑇𝑌𝑖 waypoints as RPℎ2,3 Split the altitude variation equitablyℎ2,4 Calculate RPinsert
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Figure 5: GMAS-based causal model of CDR algorithms.
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Table 3: Information of start, data, link, and end components.

Class Num. Input Output Description

Main Model

𝑠1 / 𝑓1 Basic trajectory data𝑑1 𝑓2,𝑓4 𝑓3 Initial parameters𝑑2 / 𝑓5 New trajectories𝑑3 𝑓6 𝑓7 Counting component𝑑4 𝑓8 𝑓9 Updated trajectory list𝑑5 𝑓10 𝑓11 Sorted trajectory list𝑑6 𝑓13 𝑓12 Counting component𝑑7 𝑓14 𝑓15 Potential conflict𝑑8 𝑓17 𝑓16 Counting component𝑑9 𝑓18 𝑓19 Divided detected matched conflicts𝑑10 / 𝑓20 Temporal and spatial integrated principle𝑑11 𝑓22 𝑓21 Counting component𝑑12 𝑓23,𝑓25,𝑓30 𝑓24,𝑓29 Enumerable groups with integrated principle𝑑13 𝑓27 𝑓26 Counting component𝑑14 𝑓32 𝑓31 Counting component𝑑15 𝑓28,𝑓33 𝑓34 Revised conflict trajectory list𝑒1 𝑓35 / Improved conflict-free trajectory list

ℎ1

𝑠1 / 𝑓1,1 TST trajectory groups𝑑1,1 𝑓1,3 𝑓1,2 Counting component𝑑1,2 𝑓1,5 𝑓1,4 Related parameters𝑑1,3 𝑓1,6 𝑓1,7 TST trajectory groups with set parameters𝑑1,4 𝑓1,9 𝑓1,8 Counting component𝑑1,5 𝑓1,10 𝑓1,11, 𝑓1,12 Selected i-th element of 𝑇𝑌𝑖 waypoints𝑑1,6 𝑓1,14 𝑓1,13 Acceleration criterion𝑑1,7 𝑓1,16 𝑓1,15 Deceleration criterion𝑒1 𝑓1,17, 𝑓1,18 / Revised conflict trajectory list

ℎ2

𝑠2 / 𝑓2,1 VCT trajectory groups𝑑2,1 𝑓2,3 𝑓2,2 Counting component𝑑2,2 𝑓2,5 𝑓2,4 Related parameters𝑑2,3 𝑓2,6, 𝑓2,8 𝑓2,7 VCT trajectory groups with set parameters𝑑2,4 𝑓2,9 𝑓2,10 Selected i-th element of 𝑇𝑌𝑖 waypoints𝑑2,5 / 𝑓2,11 Altitude variation criterion𝑑2,6 𝑓2,12 𝑓2,13 Splited altitude variation𝑑2,7 𝑓2,15 𝑓2,14 Counting component𝑑2,8 𝑓2,17 𝑓2,16 Newly constructed waypoints𝑒2 𝑓2,18 / Revised conflict trajectory list

Figure 6: Scenario with seven trajectories.

6. Numerical Experiments

In order to verify and explain the temporal and spatial inte-
grated strategy, a special scenario is introduced. Additionally,
scenarios with different numbers of trajectories are used to
test the algorithm’s efficiency. AThinkPad laptopwith an Intel
Core i7 2.4 GHz processor and 8GB of RAMwas used for the
computations in the numerical experiments.

6.1. Specific Case. Figure 6 presents the top view of a scenario
with seven trajectories labelled from LAA-01 to LAA-07,
which are distributed such that they cross with four conflicts.
This is a realistic case using the low altitude airspace above
the city of Guangzhou in China as a background. Relevant
data were provided by the Air Traffic Control Centre of
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Table 4: Information on trajectories in the simulated scenario.

Trajectory idt Plist

TY1 LAA-01
(0s, 23.254∘, 113.158∘ , 800m), (470s,

23.443∘, 113.122∘, 800m), (694s, 23.568∘,
113.004∘, 800m)

TY2 LAA-02
(180s,23.471∘, 113.205∘, 800m), (480s,

23.292∘, 113.253∘, 800m), (600s, 23.164∘,
113.241∘, 800m)

TY3 LAA-03
(60s,23.588∘, 113.313∘, 800m), (330s,

23.427∘, 113.300∘, 800m), (683s, 23.238∘,
113.322∘, 800m)

TY4 LAA-04
(300s,23.549∘, 113.419∘ , 800m), (480s,
23.416∘, 113.375∘, 800m), (780s, 23.203∘,

113.393∘, 800m)

TY5 LAA-05
(240s,23.196∘, 113.514∘, 800m), (407s,

23.256∘, 113.406∘, 800m), (786s, 23.256∘,
113.120∘, 800m)

TY6 LAA-06
(394s,23.397∘, 112.987∘, 800m), (642s,
23.471∘, 113.156∘, 800m), (1021s, 23.467∘,

113.442∘, 800m)

TY7 LAA-07

(0s,23.292∘, 113.030∘, 800m), (166s,
23.353∘, 113.078∘, 800m), (669s, 23.348∘,
113.450∘, 800m), (847s, 23.480∘, 113.520∘,

800m)

Table 5: CD process for the seven trajectories in the Guangzhou scenario.

CD step Matched conflicts

1

{LAA-01, 241s,280s, (23.351∘, 113.139∘ , 800.0m), (23.367∘, 113.136∘, 800.0m)},{LAA-07, 241s,280s, (23.352∘, 113.134∘, 800.0m), (23.352∘, 113.163∘, 800.0m)};{LAA-02, 355s, 410s, (23.366∘, 113.233∘, 800.0m), (23.334∘, 113.242∘, 800.0m)},{LAA-07, 355s, 410s, (23.351∘, 113.218∘, 800.0m), (23.350∘, 113.258∘, 800.0m)};{LAA-03, 466s, 505s, (23.354∘, 113.309∘, 800.0m), (23.334∘, 113.311∘, 800.0m)},{LAA-07, 466s, 505s, (23.350∘, 113.300∘, 800.0m), (23.349∘, 113.329∘, 800.0m)};{LAA-04, 556s, 596s, (23.362∘, 113.379∘, 800.0m), (23.334∘, 113.382∘, 800.0m)},{LAA-07, 556s, 596s, (23.349∘, 113.367∘, 800.0m), (23.349∘, 113.396∘, 800.0m)}.
2

{LAA-02, 404s, 410s, (23.337∘, 113.241∘, 800.0m), (23.334∘, 113.242∘, 800.0m)},{LAA-07, 404s, 410s, (23.351∘, 113.234∘, 800.0m), (23.351∘, 113.239∘, 800.0m)};{LAA-03, 486s, 505s, (23.344∘, 113.310∘, 800.0m), (23.334∘, 113.311∘, 800.0m)},{LAA-07, 466s, 505s, (23.350∘, 113.301∘, 800.0m), (23.350∘, 113.316∘, 800.0m)};{LAA-04, 567s, 596s, (23.354∘, 113.380∘, 800.0m), (23.334∘, 113.382∘, 800.0m)},{LAA-07, 567s, 596s, (23.349∘, 113.367∘, 800.0m), (23.349∘, 113.391∘, 800.0m)}.
3

{LAA-03, 491s, 505s, (23.341∘, 113.310∘, 800.0m), (23.334∘, 113.311∘, 800.0m)},{LAA-07, 491s, 505s, (23.350∘, 113.300∘, 800.0m), (23.350∘, 113.312∘, 800.0m)}.{LAA-04, 570s, 596s, (23.352∘, 113.380∘, 800.0m), (23.334∘, 113.382∘, 800.0m)},{LAA-07, 567s, 596s, (23.349∘, 113.367∘, 800.0m), (23.349∘, 113.389∘, 800.0m)}.
4 {LAA-04, 579s, 596s, (23.346∘, 113.381∘, 800.0m), (23.334∘, 113.382∘, 800.0m)},{LAA-07, 567s, 596s, (23.349∘, 113.367∘, 800.0m), (23.349∘, 113.383∘, 800.0m)}.
the Guangzhou government, and the detailed information
on trajectories is shown in Table 4. The identified seven
trajectories are depicted with different coloured lines and
the points marked with black dots are the turning way-
points of their corresponding trajectories. Each trajectorywas
preplanned for a particular mission, but potential conflicts
must be resolved, which will require the adjustment of these
trajectories. The parameters for safe distances are set to𝐻𝑚 =

500𝑚 and 𝑉𝑚 = 100𝑚. Additionally, a discretization step of𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 = 1𝑠 is adopted.
There are no conflicts between the trajectories of aircraft

LAA-01 through LAA-06. However, four pairs of matched
conflicts appear when the trajectory of LAA-07 is added to
the trajectory list. Figure 7 displays the potential conflicts in
both 2D and 3D views. Additionally, Table 5 contains detailed
information regarding the initial detected conflicts.
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Table 6: CR process for the seven trajectories in the Guangzhou scenario.

CR step CR technique Plist of revised Trajectory

0 / (0s,23.292∘, 113.030∘, 800m), (166s, 23.353∘, 113.078∘, 800m), (669s, 23.348∘,
113.450∘, 800m), (847s, 23.480∘, 113.520∘, 800m)

1 TST
(0s,23.292∘, 113.030∘, 800m), (166s, 23.353∘, 113.078∘, 800m), (282s, 23.352∘,
113.134∘, 800m), (669s, 23.348∘, 113.450∘, 800m), (847s, 23.480∘, 113.520∘,

800m)

2 TST
(0s,23.292∘, 113.030∘, 800m), (166s, 23.353∘, 113.078∘, 800m), (282s, 23.352∘,
113.134∘, 800m), (412s, 23.351∘, 113.234∘, 800m), (669s, 23.348∘, 113.450∘,

700m), (847s, 23.480∘, 113.520∘, 800m)

3 TST
(0s,23.292∘, 113.030∘, 800m), (166s, 23.353∘, 113.078∘, 800m), (282s, 23.352∘,

113.134∘, 800m), (412s, 23.351∘, 113.214∘, 800m), (507s, 23.350∘, 113.300∘, 800m),
(669s, 23.348∘, 113.450∘, 800m), (847s, 23.480∘, 113.520∘, 800m)

4 VCT

(0s,23.292∘, 113.030∘, 800m), (166s, 23.353∘, 113.078∘, 800m), (282s, 23.352∘,
113.134∘, 800m), (412s, 23.351∘, 113.214∘, 800m), (507s, 23.350∘, 113.300∘, 800m),
(579s, 23.349∘, 113.367∘, 700m), (596s, 23.349∘, 113.383∘, 700m), (669s, 23.348∘,

113.450∘, 800m), (847s, 23.480∘, 113.520∘, 700m)

Data records for the entire CDR process are contained
in Tables 5 and 6. Note that four steps are used to detect
and resolve the conflicts. Steps 1, 2, and 3 use the TST to
resolve conflicts. However, the conflict between LAA-04 and
LAA-07 cannot be resolved by the TSTB because of speed
constraints. Thus, the VCT is applied to resolve this conflict.
The modification of the trajectory of LAA-07 in each step is
detailed in Table 6.

Using the CDR algorithms, the conflicts between the rele-
vant trajectories can be successfully resolved. The critical safe
distance is maintained and Figure 8 displays the resolution
process in 2D and 3D views. From the scenario presented
in Figure 6, three conflicts are resolved by the TST to form
Figure 8. However, the conflict depicted in Figure 7(d) cannot
be resolved through time adjustments. Therefore, a vertical
altitude adjustment of the trajectory is necessary, as shown in
Figure 8(d).

6.2. Further Investigation

6.2.1. Average Execution Time. A large number of scenarios
must be generated for properly testing the efficiency of the
proposed strategy. A scenario generation algorithm with an
intersecting chessboard pattern is utilized. The main concept
of the scenario generation algorithm is to create two different
directions to form an interlaced trajectory net from north to
south (FNTS) and from west to east (FWTE). A trajectory
is generated in a limited airspace that can be described by
six parameters, as shown in (6). In this investigation, the
parameters are 𝐿𝑎𝑡min = 22∘, 𝐿𝑎𝑡max = 23∘, 𝐿𝑜𝑛min = 114∘,𝐿𝑜𝑛max = 115∘, 𝐴𝑙𝑡min = 500𝑚, and 𝐴𝑙𝑡max = 800𝑚.
If a trajectory is ready for generation, its waypoints can be
determined using

𝑅𝑃0 =
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

((rand (𝐿𝑎𝑡min, 𝐿𝑎𝑡max) , rand(0, (𝐿𝑜𝑛max − 𝐿𝑜𝑛min)(𝑁𝑝 + 1) ) , rand (𝐴𝑙𝑡min, 𝐴𝑙𝑡max)) ,
𝑖𝑑𝑡, 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑡 (0, 𝑇) ) if FWTE

((rand(0, (𝐿𝑎𝑡max − 𝐿𝑎𝑡min)(𝑁𝑝 + 1) ) , rand (𝐿𝑜𝑛min, 𝐿𝑜𝑛max) , rand (𝐴𝑙𝑡min, 𝐴𝑙𝑡max)) ,
𝑖𝑑𝑡, 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑡 (0, 𝑇) ) if FNTS

(20)

𝑅𝑃𝑖+1 =
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

((rand (𝐿𝑎𝑡min, 𝐿𝑎𝑡max) , 𝑅𝑃𝑖.𝑃.𝑙𝑜𝑛 + (𝐿𝑜𝑛max − 𝐿𝑜𝑛min)𝑁𝑝 , rand (𝐴𝑙𝑡min, 𝐴𝑙𝑡max)) ,
𝑖𝑑𝑡, 𝑅𝑃𝑖.𝑡 + 𝑉max + 2𝑑𝑖,𝑖+1𝑉min

) if FWTE

((𝑅𝑃𝑖.𝑃.𝑙𝑎𝑡 + (𝐿𝑜𝑛max − 𝐿𝑜𝑛min)𝑁𝑝 , rand (𝐿𝑜𝑛min, 𝐿𝑜𝑛max) , rand (𝐴𝑙𝑡min, 𝐴𝑙𝑡max)) ,
𝑖𝑑𝑡, 𝑅𝑃𝑖.𝑡 + 𝑉max + 2𝑑𝑖,𝑖+1𝑉min

) if FNTS

(21)
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(a) Conflict between LAA-01
and LAA-07 (2D view)

(b) Conflict between LAA-02
and LAA-07 (2D view)

(c) Conflict between LAA-03
and LAA-07 (2D view)

(d) Conflict between LAA-04
and LAA-07 (2D view)

(e) Conflict between LAA-01
and LAA-07 (3D view)

(f) Conflict between LAA-02
and LAA-07 (3D view)

(g) Conflict between LAA-03
and LAA-07 (3D view)

(h) Conflict between LAA-04
and LAA-07 (3D view)

Figure 7: Detected conflicts presented in 2D and 3D views.

(a) CR by TST in step 1 (2D view) (b) CR by TST in step 2 (2D
view)

(c) CR by TST in step 3 (2D
view)

(d) CR by VCT in step 4 (2D
view)

(e) CR by TST in step 1 (3D view) (f) CR by TST in step 2 (3D
view)

(g) CR by TST in step 3 (3D
view)

(h) CR by VCT in step 4 (3D
view)

Figure 8: CR in simulated scenario presented in 2D and 3D views.

where 𝑁𝑝 is the number of waypoints in the generated
trajectory, 𝑇 is the start time of the trajectory, rand(𝑎, 𝑏) is
a function for generating a random number between 𝑎 and𝑏, and randint(𝑎, 𝑏) is a function for generating a random
integer between 𝑎 and 𝑏.

Six groups of scenario were randomly generated for our
numerical experiments. Each group contains 10 different
scenarios with the same number of trajectories. Table 7 lists
the execution time for each scenario, which was recorded at
the end of the corresponding experiment.

To observe the relationships between these execution
times within each group, we use the box plots presented
in Figure 9. The first three groups (n=80/120/160) are
asymmetric, which indicates that execution time is more
sensitive to random factors compared to the last three
groups (n=200/240/280). For the small scale cases with less

than 160 trajectories, execution time likely varied because
of the stochastic perturbation caused by random factors.
However, as the number of generated trajectories grows,
the probabilities of conflicts occurring in the generated
scenarios tend to become more uniform. A line graph of
the average execution times for each group of scenarios is
plotted in Figure 10. It is clear that average execution time
increases with the number of considered trajectories. The
time complexity of the proposed algorithm is nonlinear, but
it is better than exponential. Overall, the time required for
our spatial integrated strategy is acceptable for the air traffic
management of local low-altitude airspace.

6.2.2. Function Component Analysis. In the simulation
model, the set of data components is 𝐷 = {𝑑1, 𝑑2,. . . , 𝑑𝑗, . . . , 𝑑𝑎}, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑎, and the set of function
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Figure 9: Box plot of execution times grouped by different numbers of trajectories.

Table 7: Execution times for scenarios grouped with different numbers of trajectories.

Trajectory Num. Execution times of 10 randomly generated scenarios (s)
n=80 50.054, 42.982, 65.052, 53.345, 56.638, 43.786, 46.406, 50.830, 47.401, 45.722
n=120 118.691, 87.674, 112.246, 114.095, 93.902, 108.759, 91.884, 108.447, 90.581, 109.087
n=160 195.884, 166.827, 199.309, 156.510, 161.883, 221.824, 179.134, 204.962, 206.671, 155.644
n=200 255.742, 250.050, 244.957, 248.816, 321.642, 311.000, 246.151, 306.879, 313.914, 302.267
n=240 350.172, 357.369, 302.070, 380.144, 351.800, 322.322, 385.692, 389.604, 314.197, 490.014
n=280 474.792, 520.326, 534.109, 461.321, 468.744, 429.521, 440.444, 404.926, 531.296, 402.598
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Figure 10: Average execution time with various numbers of trajec-
tories.

components is 𝐻 = {ℎ1, ℎ2, . . . , ℎV, . . . , ℎ𝑚}, V = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚.
The set of reachable states 𝐾(𝐺,𝑀0) = {𝑚0, 𝑚1, . . . , 𝑚𝑘−1}
is defined as the collection of all state identifiers that can
be reached from the initial state identification 𝑀0 according
to the activation rules. The corresponding function compo-
nents, activating probability and activating execution time of
the generated timing states {𝑚1, . . . , 𝑚𝑘−1} based on 𝑚0, are,
respectively, set as ℎ1, . . . , ℎ𝑘−1, 𝑟1, . . . , 𝑟𝑘−1, and 𝑡1, . . . , 𝑡𝑘−1,
and, therein, there may be the same function components
of ℎ𝑠 (𝑠 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑘 − 1). The average execution time of
a specific function component is defined as the quotient of
the sum of its activation probabilities multiplied by execution
time over the number of possible activations. A greater value
indicates a longer average time for each activation during
simulation (i.e., the component represents a more time-
consuming process within a complex system). 𝑡(ℎV) denotes
the average execution time of a function component ℎV and
can be computed as follows [37]:

𝑡 (ℎV) = ∑ℎ
𝑠
=ℎV

𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑠∑ℎ
𝑠
=ℎV

1 , V = 1, . . . , 𝑚; 𝑠 = 1, . . . , 𝑘 − 1 (22)
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Figure 11: Average execution times of function components in the encounter model (a) and submodels ℎ1 (b) and ℎ2 (c).
The calculation of this factor is useful for system devel-

opers that wish to analyse and optimize the processes with
the great influence on a system's efficiency. Figure 11 plots
the average execution times of function components in the
GMAS-based encounter model and submodels ℎ1, ℎ2 for
test cases with different initial states (averaged over 150
runs). The total average execution time was 48.37s for the
n = 80 trajectory scenarios. Figure 11(a) illustrates that
the highest execution times are associated with the nested
function components ℎ1 and ℎ2, which are used as the
resolution approach. The relatively higher execution time is
associatedwithℎ4 , which aims to detect conflicts betweenTYi
and NTYList. Its average execution time can be adjusted by
changing the number of added trajectories. The operations
of other function components are uncomplicated, meaning
that their average execution times are comparatively low,
particularly ℎ1. The average execution times of the four
function components (ℎ1,1, ℎ1,2, ℎ1,3, ℎ1,4) of ℎ1 are presented
in Figure 11(b). Note that ℎ1,3 and ℎ1,4 possess the highest exe-
cution times. These components correspond to the complex
underlying logic (acceleration and deceleration) at the core of
TST. Figure 11(c) presents the average execution times of the
four function components (ℎ2,1 , ℎ2,2, ℎ2,3, ℎ2,4) of ℎ2. Note thatℎ2,4 has the highest execution time because it represents the
main procedure of VCT that calculates 𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑠 and 𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒 .
Analogously, ℎ1,1 and ℎ2,1 have the lowest execution times
because of the concise and intuitive process of setting related
parameters.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

One of the most important strategic challenges related to
opening low-altitude airspace is the need to find efficient
methods to manage available airspace capacity and ensure a
sustainable air transportation system, especially in terminal
maneuvering areas where the number of flights is much
higher. Improving decision support tools that reduce the
task-load on air traffic controllers and improve safety is one
of the main methods to take better advantage of airspace
capacity. In this paper, an efficient temporal and spatial

integrated strategy based on 4D trajectories for detecting and
resolving conflicts in the opening low-altitude urban airspace
of Chinese pilot cities was presented. Themain contributions
of this paper are listed below:

(i) Specification of a mathematical model for CDR
algorithms based on a novel SGPS. A continuous
space can be transformed into a discrete grid that
characterizes trajectories using several grid spaces
with time windows that correspond to planned piv-
otal waypoints. This method is utilized to compress
critical trajectory data, which leads to significant
improvements in computational efficiency.

(ii) Proposal of an innovative temporal and spatial inte-
grated strategy for safety assessment. Our system
is designed to aid controllers that manage air traf-
fic flows at a tactical level by providing real-time
information regarding possible future conflictswithin
a look-ahead time window of 30-60 min. It also
provides recommendations of feasible methods to
resolve conflicts.

(iii) Construction of a causal model to represent system
evolution using GMAS. A generated state space can
be used to provide a global perspective on scenario
dynamics and better understanding of induced con-
flicts for safety assessment. It also offers auxiliary
support in the analysis of hectic traffic scenarios and
increases airspace capacity while safely and efficiently
managing a higher number of flights.

(iv) Validation of the feasibility and effectiveness of the
proposed CDR algorithms. Our algorithms were
tested on practical manoeuvre scenarios and an anal-
ysis of computational performance was performed
through various experiments. Thus, the goal of
enhancing airspace capacity to alleviate local airspace
network perturbations can be achieved.

As the next research step, we will consider adding no-
fly zones to the problem by improving the proposed CDR
algorithms. Furthermore, we will package our algorithms as
an interactive system for the evaluation of potential induced
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conflicts and simulation of incidents that provide a close
approximation of real scenarios to support real-time online
low-altitude airspace management.
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